The History of Medicare

ESSENTIAL DILEMMA

Medicare 1966: President Lyndon Johnson’s “American way” or Ronald Reagan’s “advance wave of socialism”?

INTRODUCTION

The Social Security health insurance plan, which President Kennedy worked so hard to enact, is the American way. It is practical. It is sensible. It is fair. It is just.

—Lyndon B. Johnson, 1964 (DeWitt, 2003)

Don’t ever argue with me [about health]. I’ll go a hundred million or billion on health or education. I don’t argue about that any more than I argue about Lady Bird [Mrs. Johnson] buying flour. You got to have flour and coffee in your house. Education and health. I’ll spend the goddamn money. I may cut back some tanks. But not on health.


Having given our pensioners their medical care in kind, why not food baskets, why not public housing accommodations, why not vacation resorts, why not a ration of cigarettes for those who smoke and of beer for those who drink?

—Barry Goldwater, 1964 (Nichols, 2011, p. 16)

In 1966, with the active leadership and support of President Lyndon B. Johnson, Congress passed Medicare, a program of government-sponsored health insurance for those age 65 or older (and, starting in 1972, the disabled). Versions of federally sponsored healthcare insurance had been unsuccessfully put before Congress three times under President Truman and three additional efforts were made while John F. Kennedy was president. President Johnson presented Medicare as part of his larger set of Great Society initiatives—initiatives that demanded an end to poverty and racial injustice as “just the beginning.”
Although a 1965 Gallup poll showed that 63% of Americans supported the idea of Medicare (Twight, 1997), the American Medical Association (with then–private citizen Ronald Reagan as one of its spokespersons) opposed it. Medicare’s bi-partisan passage in the House and Senate may have reflected an unwillingness on the part of Republicans to oppose a popular bill that they knew would pass without them (Beam, 2009).

Was Medicare, a program that had previously been rejected six times by Congress, “the American way”? Was it the expression of a core American value, an agreed-upon commitment by society to help the elderly live above the line of poverty when they could no longer work? Or, did the government reach beyond its responsibility for the lives of individual Americans by providing a publicly run health insurance program?

There continues to be a range of opinion on this question, and the discussion has intensified as the future of the Medicare program is undermined by what continues to be an exponential rise in the cost of medical care.

This lesson examines the origins of Medicare and asks students to address this essential dilemma by

► Analyzing data and early documents associated with the program
► Reading statements both for and against the program
► Analyzing how those who supported and opposed Medicare in the early and mid-1960s would have responded to the question posed by the essential dilemma
► Identifying what more they would need to know in order to answer the question for themselves

The lesson is followed by an optional extension activity that asks students to discuss contemporary political cartoons on the Medicare controversy in light of their historical understandings.

**KEY TERMS**

The following terms and concepts are used in this lesson and appear in the online glossary:

*Healthcare insurance, Hospitalization insurance, Populist, Social Security, Socialism, Socialized medicine*

**STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND**

◼ Medicare was the fulfillment of what Truman, Kennedy, and Johnson believed to be the promise of Social Security.
◼ Disagreement over Medicare legislation was contentious, with the American Medical Association calling the plan “socialized medicine.”
◼ Positions on the 1965 Medicare legislation often corresponded to views on the role government should play in the lives of individual Americans.
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO

- Ask good questions and make inferences.
- Support positions with evidence.
- Formulate a position or course of action on an issue.
- Recognize, explain, and analyze causes and consequences.

RELATED CURRICULUM STANDARDS

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) Initiative

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.6. Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a text.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.11-12.6. Evaluate authors’ differing points of view on the same historical event or issue by assessing the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.11-12.7. Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a question or solve a problem.

The College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies State Standards

D2.His.12.9-12. Use questions generated about multiple historical sources to pursue further inquiry and investigate additional sources.

D2.His.16.9-12. Integrate evidence from multiple relevant historical sources and interpretations into a reasoned argument about the past.

National Center for History in the Schools’ Historical Thinking Standards

1.F. Chronological Thinking. Reconstruct patterns of historical succession and duration in which historical developments have unfolded, and apply them to explain historical continuity and change.

2.H. Historical Comprehension. Utilize visual and mathematical data presented in graphs, including charts, tables, pie and bar graphs, flow charts, Venn diagrams, and other graphic organizers to clarify, illustrate, or elaborate upon information presented in the historical narrative.

5.B. Historical Issues. Marshal evidence of antecedent circumstances and current factors contributing to contemporary problems and alternative courses of action.

NCSS’s National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies

2. Time, Continuity, and Change. Social studies programs should include experiences that provide for the study of the past and its legacy.

6. Power, Authority, and Governance. Social studies programs should include experiences that provide for the study of how people create, interact with, and change structures of power, authority, and governance.

LIST OF LESSON RESOURCES

The following resources are used in this lesson and can be downloaded online:

1. “Poverty Rates by Age: 1959 to 2014”
2. “Your Social Security” Advertisement
3. President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Remarks on the Medicare Bill
4. Excerpts For and Against Medicare
5. The American Way: Two Lists
6. Medicare: Visualizing the Debate

---

ENTRY

Ask students to look at the graph “Poverty Rates by Age: 1959 to 2014” (Resource 1). Help students understand how to read the graph, but otherwise, provide minimal introduction. If necessary, prompt students by asking them what they see and if they notice, in particular, any great changes in the poverty rate during those years. Direct students’ attention to the line for people 65 years and older and ask them what they find interesting or perplexing. Make a note of their observations on the board. If some students think they know what caused the shift that took place in the late 1960s when poverty rates for the elderly decreased, let them explain. If not, tell students the decrease in those poverty rates is correlated with the implementation of a program called Medicare, the topic of the lesson.

LESSON STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES

Understanding Medicare

Without much explanation, show students “Your Social Security,” a 1968 poster intended to inform senior citizens about the Medicare program that had been added to Social Security in 1965 (Resource 2). Ask students to find as much information as they can from the resource, including who the intended audience is. Tell them to “read” the picture and the text.

[Students might report that Medicare is a federal government program (small print in the lower right corner); the intended audience is probably people over the age of 65; Medicare might have been a relatively new program when this document was created, because the information is very basic (and because it is connected to an older program people would already know about, Social Security); based on the photograph, Medicare might be a program that is hospital based; also based on the photograph, middle class people are eligible to receive Medicare benefits.]

Ask students what they know about Medicare. Correct any misconceptions, and use the information in the introduction to this lesson, and from “Overview of Medicare” and “Social Security and Medicare Timeline” included with this packet (and available online), to give students a brief introduction to the program and its history. Both the Overview and the Timeline can be used as handouts, but consider holding these back. The history of the program and details of its intent will emerge from the documents used in the lesson.

Ask students to read the excerpt of President Johnson’s remarks on the Medicare bill (Resource 3). As students read, they should underline phrases or terms with which they are unfamiliar. Use the following questions to guide the rest of the discussion:
Why might the older population need health insurance, such as Medicare?

[Student answers will include that many older people are no longer able to earn a living, either because they can no longer perform a physically demanding job, because employers won’t hire them, or because of poor health and disability.]

How is the Medicare program going to be funded?

[Students should understand from Johnson’s speech that the workers and their employers are to fund the program through additional contributions to their Social Security payroll plan.]

According to President Johnson, what will be the benefits of the program?

[Johnson details that the insurance will pay for hospitalization and home health care and, beginning in 1967, 100 days of care in a nursing home. He refers to a separate plan to cover doctor fees. Johnson says the significance of this is that families will no longer be financially “crushed” by the uncovered medical expenses faced by older Americans.]

What role is the government playing in providing Medicare?

[Medicare is providing elderly and disabled people with insurance coverage for hospitalization, prescription drugs, and care by physicians and other healthcare providers. The government funds Medicare with general revenues, payroll taxes, and premiums paid by beneficiaries of the program.]

Why would President Johnson refer to this program as “the American way.”

[Students might note that Johnson used that phrase to promote the program, probably countering claims that Medicare was socialized medicine. Older Americans were not usually covered by health insurance, and often were unable to afford good care, so Johnson believed the program was fair and just—and American.]

Confirm that students understand Medicare was introduced as an extension of Social Security, the government-sponsored pension plan passed in 1935, and that it offers coverage for hospital bills and doctor fees. Poll students about whether, based on what they know so far, they think this role is a proper one for the federal government to play. Explain that they will be reading points of view that might influence them to change their mind, so these ideas are a point of reference they can return to.
The American Way

Tell students "the American way" is a term that can be used in many, many ways. For example, winning at all costs and playing fair have both been called the American way. Ask students to take 5 minutes and write down what they think of when they think of “the American way.” This could be framed as, “What do people mean by the American way?” or “What does the American way mean to you?”

Ask for examples to clarify responses like freedom, opportunity, justice, and equality. Collect responses on the board and ask students what they notice about the statements. Do any of them belong together because they say the same or similar things? Are any of them the opposite of each other?

[Student responses to this task, as well as their observations about the results, may vary widely. Students might notice that many of the responses use the word “freedom,” but not always in the same way. Some of the statements might emphasize material goals, “the American dream.”]

Ask students if they find anything missing from the collection, and tell them that they will have a chance to come back to this collection at the end of the lesson after looking at how the American way was defined during the Medicare debate in the early 1960s.

The Role of Government vs. The Responsibility of the Individual

Tell students that, just as they have multiple visions of the American way, so do political leaders. It is the American way to advocate for particular public policy options on the basis of their expression of essential American values; however, interpretations of those values vary widely. Although there are many ways in which American values find their way into political and public policy debate, this lesson focuses on an issue that was essential to the discussion of Medicare: the role of government vs. the responsibility of the individual.

For some policy advocates, essential American values are about the limits of government and freedom from its restrictions. They support policies that emphasize the protection of individual political and economic rights. Advocates who disagree might view American values as being less about individual autonomy and freedom from restriction than about collective responsibility. They support policies that emphasize the role government can and should play in assuring the political inclusion and economic well-being of all Americans.

Medicare and the American Way

The purpose of this activity is to associate two sets of frequently invoked American values—two different conceptions of the American way—with different views on the proposed Medicare legislation. After completing the association, students should be asked what else they would need to know to be sure that the matching was accurate. Presumably they will say that, among other things, they would need a larger sample of writings.
Divide students into groups of no more than three or four students. Distribute “Excerpts For and Against Medicare” (Resource 4) among the groups. Give half the groups the readings from Set A and half of them the readings from Set B. (This activity would also be interesting if each group is given one reading from Set A and one reading from Set B.)

Distribute a copy of a schematic created for the purpose of this lesson: ”The American Way: Two Lists” (Resource 5). Ask students to read their selections from Resource 4 twice and, on the second reading, compare what each of their writers is saying with the two sets of American way values in Resource 5. After choosing the set that most closely matches the views of each author, students are to pick the two or three values each author would say are most important, and underline evidence in their paragraphs to support their selection.

Ask groups to report on the results of their close reading. While each group reports, write some of the most important values on the board. At the close of the reports, tell students what they have already gathered—that Johnson and Udall supported Medicare whereas Reagan and Goldwater opposed it—and ask them what they notice about how the different American way values do or do not reflect those different positions on the legislation.

Resource 4, Excerpts, Set A includes:

Congressman Morris Udall: A 1965 statement by Morris Udall, a congressman from Arizona, explaining that he supports the Medicare bill because he has determined it is supported by a majority of his constituents.

President Lyndon Johnson: The partial transcript of a March 25, 1965, conversation between President Johnson and his press secretary, Bill Moyers. In the conversation, Johnson is explaining why he favors a retroactive payment to Social Security recipients and how he would present the request to Congress. (He rejects the idea that it should be presented as a stimulus to the economy.) Even though this excerpt quotes President Johnson on the specific subject of Social Security, it reflects the sense of obligation he feels towards the elderly—a sentiment he transfers to his work on Medicare.

Resource 4, Excerpts, Set B includes:

Ronald Reagan: A statement by Ronald Reagan from a recording of remarks made in 1961 in which he warns that Medicare will lead to socialism. Ronald Reagan was governor of California from 1967 to 1975 and President of the United States from 1981 to 1989, but these remarks were made when he was still a citizen and actor.


Resource 5 includes:

Two sets of American way values, a schematic that was created for the purpose of this lesson. Set A is usually associated with those who hold politically conservative views and who would have, in this case,
opposed the Medicare legislation. Set B is usually associated with those who hold politically liberal views and who would have, in this case, supported the Medicare legislation.

**CLOSURE**

After the “matching” discussion, bring the lesson to a close by asking students one or more of the following questions:

- What more would you need to know (or perhaps already know) to put the views of Johnson, Udall, Goldwater, and Reagan in a historical context?

  [Students might associate talk of socialism with the strain of the cold war, or trace President Johnson’s populist views to growing up poor himself. Build on this discussion in ways that connect with what else students are studying or will be studying.]

- Do these sets of American way values relate to the way in which politicians discuss current public policy issues?

  [Consider asking students whether the value sets are useful ways of differentiating points of view, or if they become irreconcilable positions that make it hard to debate a proposal on its own merits. Use examples from current policy debates to ground this discussion in specifics, or consider referring students back to the readings, including the last paragraph in the Goldwater reading. Be prepared to reference some current public policy debates. Ideally, bring in relevant newspaper headlines.]

- Look back at the American way values you generated at the beginning of the lesson and consider whether you want to revise them based on new ideas you have gotten from the perspectives introduced by Senators Udall and Goldwater or Presidents Reagan and Johnson, or from classroom discussion. What more would you need to know to decide which of these values are closest to your own point of view?

  [Lead students to consider evaluating the actual outcomes of different policy positions.]

**FURTHER ENGAGEMENT**

1. Play students an excerpt from an August 26, 2009, interview with James Monroe, co-author of *The Heart of Power: Health and Politics in the Oval Office* (http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=112234240). In the interview the author discusses a 1962 taped telephone conversation between President Johnson and Senator Ted Kennedy in which Johnson cautions against letting the costs of a health bill get projected too far into the future because they would scare people. Ask students if they believe Johnson was justified in concealing the future costs of Medicare in order to get the program passed.

2. Use materials from the economics lesson on “Medicare and the National Debt” to consider both the impact Medicare legislation has
had on the health and well-being of the nation’s elderly and the challenges presented by the program’s cost.

3. Use any of the three cartoons in Resource 6 to identify how the current debate about Medicare is framed. A Discussion Guide for Teachers is included in the resource.
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Resource 1

“Poverty Rates by Age: 1959 to 2014”

Resource 2

“Your Social Security” Advertisement

President Lyndon B. Johnson's Remarks on the Medicare Bill

Excerpts from President Lyndon B. Johnson's Remarks with President Truman at the Signing in Independence of the Medicare Bill, July 30, 1965

There are more than 18 million Americans over the age of 65. Most of them have low incomes. Most of them are threatened by illness and medical expenses that they cannot afford.

And through this new law, Mr. President [referring to President Truman], every citizen will be able, in his productive years when he is earning, to insure himself against the ravages of illness in his old age.

This insurance will help pay for care in hospitals, in skilled nursing homes, or in the home. And under a separate plan it will help meet the fees of the doctors.

Now here is how the plan will affect you.

During your working years, the people of America—you—will contribute through the social security program a small amount each payday for hospital insurance protection. For example, the average worker in 1966 will contribute about $1.50 per month. The employer will contribute a similar amount. And this will provide the funds to pay up to 90 days of hospital care for each illness, plus diagnostic care, and up to 100 home health visits after you are 65. And beginning in 1967, you will also be covered for up to 100 days of care in a skilled nursing home after a period of hospital care…

No longer will older Americans be denied the healing miracle of modern medicine. No longer will illness crush and destroy the savings that they have so carefully put away over a lifetime so that they might enjoy dignity in their later years. No longer will young families see their own incomes, and their own hopes, eaten away simply because they are carrying out their deep moral obligations to their parents, and to their uncles, and their aunts.

And no longer will this Nation refuse the hand of justice to those who have given a lifetime of service and wisdom and labor to the progress of this progressive country. . . .

NOTE: As enacted, the Medicare bill (H.R. 6675) is Public Law 89-97 (79 Stat. 286).

**Resource 4 (1 of 4)**

**Excerpts For and Against Medicare**

Set A

**Congressman's Report, Morris Udall, 2d District of Arizona**

March 31, 1965

Vol. IV, No. 2

*Medicare v. Eldercare—A Big Issue Finally Resolved*

...WHAT THE PUBLIC WANTS

In a democracy the public eventually gets what it wants by way of legislation. I have received many letters demanding to know why I favor Medicare “when the people of my state and the country are opposed.” The answer is that all the information I can obtain indicates that a majority of my constituents and of the American people favor passage of this legislation:

** The nationwide Harris Poll recently reported that, if they had to choose between Medicare and lower taxes, or Medicare and a balanced budget, Americans would choose Medicare by a margin of 2 to 1.

** Last year I sent a questionnaire to every resident of my district, and the responses ran 3 to 2 in favor of Medicare.

** An expensive private poll in Arizona last year revealed that a big majority of Democrats and a narrow majority of Republicans favored Medicare.

**DEMOCRACY AT WORK**

Thus I believe that in a very real sense the final decision was made, not by those of us in Congress, but by the people of this country who have in various ways made their wishes known. This is an example of the workings of a representative democracy. While there may be delays and protracted debate, in the long run legislation is based on popular support. I have read all your letters and studied each of these proposals, and it is my conviction that we are doing the right thing. Within a few years, in my judgment, many of those who bitterly and sincerely opposed this law will wonder why we waited until 1965 to meet this serious need.

Resource 4 (2 of 4)

Excerpts For and Against Medicare

President Johnson on Why the Elderly Should Get Support from the Federal Government

After it was suggested to him that Social Security beneficiaries should get a back payment because it would be good for the economy, President Johnson disagreed. He said that the elderly should get their back payment because

“... they are entitled to it. That’s an obligation of ours. It’s just like your mother writing you and saying she wants $20, and I’d always sent mine a $100 when she did. I never did it because I thought it was going to be good for the economy of Austin [Texas]. I always did it because I thought she was entitled to it. ... [In defending the idea in Congress] We’ve just got to say that by God you can’t treat grandma this way. She’s entitled to it and we promised it to her.”

Ronald Reagan Speaks Out Against Socialized Medicine

Ronald Reagan Speaks Out Against Socialized Medicine is a 1961 LP featuring Ronald Reagan.

One of the traditional methods of imposing . . . socialism on a people has been by way of medicine.

It’s very easy to disguise a medical program as a humanitarian project. Most people are a little reluctant to oppose anything that suggests medical care for people who possibly can’t afford it. . . .

They want to attach this bill [an early version of Medicare] to Social Security and they say, “Here is a great insurance program, now instituted, now working.” Let’s take a look at Social Security itself. Again, very few of us disagree with the original premise that there should be some form of savings that would keep destitution from following unemployment by reason of death, disability or old age. And to this end, Social Security was adopted, but it was never intended to supplant private savings, private insurance, pension programs of unions and industries . . .

[Reagan argues that the consequence of federally administered health insurance for the elderly will mean that, in essence, doctors will be working for the government and may lose the right to determine where and how they will practice medicine. He goes on:] I know how I’d feel if you my fellow citizens, decided that to be an actor I had to be a government employee and work in a national theater. . . .

Write a letter [to your congressman] . . . and tell him that you . . . demand the continuation of our free enterprise system.

You and I can do this [stop this Medicare legislation]. The only way we can do it is by writing to our congressmen. . . .

If you don’t, this program I promise you, will pass . . . and behind it will come other federal programs that will invade every area of freedom as we have known it in this country . . . and if you don’t do this and I don’t do this, one of these days we are going to spend our sunset years telling our children and our children’s children, what it once was like in America when men were free.

Listen to the entire recording: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYrlDlrLDSQ


Having given our pensioners their medical care in kind, why not food baskets, why not public housing accommodations, why not vacation resorts, why not a ration of cigarettes for those who smoke and of beer for those who drink.


From Barry Goldwater’s Essay “The Conscience of a Conservative”

The Conservative realizes . . . that man’s development, in both its spiritual and material aspects, is not something that can be directed by outside forces. Every man, for his individual good and for the good of his society, is responsible for his own development. The choices that govern his life are choices that he must make: they cannot be made by any other human being, or by a collectivity of human beings. If the Conservative is less anxious than his Liberal brethren to increase Social Security “benefits,” it is because he is more anxious than his Liberal brethren that people be free throughout their lives to spend their earnings when and as they see fit. . . .

There are a number of ways in which the power of government can be measured. . . .

[Another way] is the extent of government interference in the daily lives of individuals. The farmer is told how much wheat he can grow. The wage earner is at the mercy of national union leaders whose great power is a direct consequence of federal labor legislation. The businessman is hampered by a maze of government regulations, and often by direct government competition. The government takes six per cent of most payrolls in Social Security Taxes and thus compels millions of individuals to postpone until later years the enjoyment of wealth they might otherwise enjoy today. Increasingly, the federal government sets standards of education, health and safety. . . .

The turn [away from the stifling omnipresence of government] will come when . . . Americans in hundreds of communities throughout the nation, decide to put the man in office who is pledged to enforce the Constitution and restore the Republic. Who will proclaim in a campaign speech “I have little interest in stream-lining government or in making it more efficient, for I mean to reduce its size. I do not undertake to promote welfare, for I propose to extend freedom. My aim is not to pass laws, but to repeal them. It is not to inaugurate new programs, but to cancel old ones that do violence to the Constitution, or that have failed in their purpose, or that impose on the people an unwarranted financial burden. I will not attempt to discover whether legislation is “needed” before I have first determined whether it is constitutionally permissible. And if I should later be attacked for neglecting my constituents’ “interests,” I shall reply that I was informed their main interest is liberty and that in that cause I am doing the very best I can.

Resource 5

The American Way: Two Lists

People have different ways of defining the “American Way.” These two definitions should help you determine your own ideas.

Set A

*The American way is:*

1. Allowing people to achieve as much as they can for themselves
2. Being free from government interference with individual rights
3. Being allowed to run a business free from government regulation
4. Allowing people to keep what they have earned
5. Helping poor people on a voluntary basis

Set B

*The American way is:*

1. Making sure that laws and policies do what is best for the greatest number of people
2. Making sure that no one is allowed to be successful by taking unfair advantage of others
3. Knowing that poor people are not usually poor because they deserve to be poor and that rich people are not always rich because they deserve to be rich
4. Treating good health care and a good standard of living as basic human rights
5. Using tax money to help poor people
Resource 6 (1 of 4)

Medicare: Visualizing the Debate

Teacher’s Guide

The debate about Medicare, its value, and its affordability continues today. Use any of the following three cartoons to identify how the current debate is framed. (Larger illustrations are provided here for reproduction and distribution, or projection.) For each cartoon, ask students to study the cartoon for several minutes. Ask them what they notice, drawing students out on the detail of what they see. If students jump to an interpretation of the cartoon, ask them for the basis of the interpretation and ask other students if they agree or disagree. Consider the following questions to draw students out on each cartoon.

Why might this artist equate elderly Americans who receive government entitlements with Saddam Hussein and Osama bin Laden?

[The artist could be insinuating that the rising federal debt we are accruing as a result of entitlement spending is as dangerous as threats to our country from war or terrorism. On the other hand, the artist could be drawing an intentionally extreme connection to lampoon the political rhetoric surrounding entitlement spending.]

This editorial cartoon by Gregor Duncan accompanied an Op-Ed piece in a March 1935 issue of Life magazine. The editorial, written in the midst of the Depression and before the passage of Social Security, took no position on which among a number of proposals for old age pensions, unemployment insurance, or health benefits was best, but called for action on a plan that would work. Ask students:

How does the drawing seem to anticipate current debates about the cost of Social Security and, to a greater extent, Medicare?

[Students should see that the drawing of a young person carrying a very comfortable and relaxed-seeming elderly person suggests that some solutions to the care of the elderly put an unfair burden on the younger generation.]

Look closely at the labeling on the pill bottle. What point is the artist, Drew Sheneman, making about proposed cuts in the Medicare program?

[The artist is using the labeling conventions for warnings on medication side effects to describe the possible consequences of cuts to the Medicare program. Students will probably not know that the elderly poor have been reported to eat cat food to cut down on expenses.]
Resource 6 (2 of 4)

Medicare: Visualizing the Debate

TOP U.S. THREATS IN...

1991  2001  2011

by Cameron Cardow, politicalcartoons.com
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Medicare: Visualizing the Debate

*Ol' Rockin' Chair*

by Gregor Duncan
Resource 6 (4 of 4)

Medicare: Visualizing the Debate

by Drew Sheneman © Tribune Media Services, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Reprinted with permission.